Chapter 2.a - Data : Who, What, Why

1) Observations of First Day Class Data
2) Inputting Data
3) M & Ms Data Collecting
4) Reading Time
5) Assignment Time

First Day Data Observations

Those with odd shoe sizes, all visited odd numbers of states (not including half sizes)
Nine people played varsity sports
Majority of students are right handed
7 people have 1 sibling
All males are at least 5'10"
94% of the class is seniors
Every male student has a sibling
2/3 of males are at least six feet tall
People who are "varsity" are on average 3 inches taller than "no varsity"
100% of people have been to less than 21 states
47% of people play varsity sports
Only one person was left handed
All students are within 1 foot of each other
35% of students are male
17 out of 18 actually did the assignment
Everyone has been to at least 4 other states.
Majority have one or two siblings
Same number of males and females play varsity sports
M & Ms Activity

* Do Predictions First

* Accurately Count Before Eating!

* Do not be afraid to ask question, even though your data may be different

* Each individual should have their own data to turn in.

Assignment (Due Thursday 9/4)

1) Read Chapter 2, Pg. 7-11 (Who, What Why)

2) Complete M&Ms Worksheet

3) Exercises Pg. 16 #2, 3, 7, 9, 12

4) Syllabus Signed (by Monday 9/8)